Shooting Incident Reconstruction
October 7 – 11, 2019
Hosted by The CSI Academy of Florida

Topics Include
• Shooting reconstruction terminology
• Internal, external and terminal ballistics
• Gunshot residue and range of fire determination
• Identifying, detecting, measuring and describing bullet marks
• Behavior of projectiles on varying target surfaces
• Proper recording/documentation of bullet marks
• Motor vehicles as a target surface
• Humans as a target surface
• Flight path reconstruction, description and documentation
• Report writing - putting analysis and conclusions into words
• Courtroom testimony - explain/describe analysis and reconstruction

Instructors
James P. Molinaro
• Instructor, UT National Forensic Academy
• Detective, Hunterdon County (NJ) Prosecutor’s Office
• Lieutenant, New Jersey State Police (retired)
• Conducted more than 3,000 investigations

Howard J. Ryan
• Instructor, UT National Forensic Academy
• Lieutenant, New Jersey State Police (retired)
• Forensic Operations Specialist – Morris County, NJ
• Certified Police Training Commission Instructor
• Member, Attorney General’s Forensic Science Commission

Questions?
Contact Bill Robbins
865.851.6536 or bill@forensictrainingsource.com
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The CSI Academy of Florida
12787 US Highway 441
Alachua, FL 32615

Course fee: $750
Fee reduced to $700 per person for 2 or more people from the same organization

Discounted Lodging Options
When making reservations, use the name “CSI Academy” for the discounted rate

Hilton University of Florida
Conference Center
1714 SW34th Street
Gainesville, FL 32607
352-371-3600

Best Western Gateway Grand
4200 NW 97th Boulevard
Gainesville, FL 32606
352-331-3336

Comfort Inn University
3440 Southwest 40th Boulevard
Gainesville, FL 32608
352-264-1771

The Lodge at Gainesville
3726 SW 40th Boulevard
Gainesville, FL 32608
352-375-2400

Extended Stay
5505 SW 41st Boulevard
Gainesville, FL 32608
352-672-6008

Residence Inn Gainesville I-75
3275 SW 40th Boulevard
Gainesville, FL 32608

Questions?
Contact Bill Robbins
865.851.6536 or
bill@forensictrainingsource.com